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The  Three  Ways
Chapter I.

WAY   OF   CHILDREN.
T
HE little village of Somerhill, in the way of little villages, is bathed in the quiet light of an April sun.  The roofs of the little cottages gleam curiously beneath its slanting rays, offering a quaint contrast to the sordid gloom that their lower regions present to the eye.  All around everything is steeped in a dull silence that has something ponderous, even ominous, about it.  There is a feeling of heavy expectancy about the air, but nothing will happen; it never does in Somerhill.  There, even the birds seem to have tired of singing and waiting for crumbs.  The cows have a sullen look of dumb resignation to the inevitable monotony.  Dogs stretch out on the meagre thresholds, blinking moody eyes, as if life was to them a mere procession of events which always came in the same dreary succession.  Even the little plants seem to feel the sad conventions of their spiritless existence.
One little space, the village green, alone shows a different aspect of life.  The sun seems to have concentrated its rays upon this poor little patch.  It is alive with a radiance that offers a sad contrast with the surrounding gloom.  The two boys wrestling on the grass, too, seem to be symbolic of a different aspect of life.  If we approach, it becomes clear that the fight, although the normal play of children, is not quite fair.  One child, the fair one, is well proportioned, a chubby little fellow of about seven or eight.  The other is a frail infant, dark, and serious, even while he plays.  At the moment he is overpowered; the fair little combatant is straddling, crowing and chortling at the success of his superior strength and fighting power.  The frail youngster does not complain—he has been beaten before.
“William!”  “Edward!”  The fight is over; at their mothers’ call they part, and return to their poor little homes.  Before they finally disappear, William, the conqueror, turns back to look after Edward, the confessor of his inferiority, “Call yourself a wrestler,”—he yells.

Chapter II.

WAY   OF   MEN.

The roofs are tinged, now, with the crimson stain of a dying September sun.  We have left Somerhill.  They are London roofs which the moribund sun stains.  The hum of civilisation dominates this scene of flashing lights and coloured spectacle.  The crashing roar of cars, the clanging of trams, screeching horns, and half‑yelled conversation—all are merged into a steady drone.  In a quiet thoroughfare, where even this thick chant is but faintly audible, there seems to be a convergence of the sun’s rays, an intensification of that stain.  In the tastefully appointed sanctum of Sir Edward Magnus a dismal drama is being enacted.  The great magnate is seated at his desk.  Before him stands a giant of a man.  Fair, but with his hair thinned out on the crown of his head now, William Thompson stands before his famous employer.  Clad in such soiled apparel, he offers a contrast to Sir Edward that goes beyond material difference.  One might visualise him sitting in that revolving chair, instead of the rather

